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Branner, Robert. – MANUSCRIPT PAINTING IN PARIS
DURING THE REIGN OF SAINT LOUIS. Berkeley: UC Press
1977, large heavy quarto, thick polished cloth with dj, 270pp, 25
color plates and 412 in b&w, vg-f copy, no dents or insults but the
jacket is unevenly faded with three tiny tears. Scarce. BMR’s copy,
without his book label but with two offprints annotated by him,
one by Rosamond McKitterick from The Library, March 1990.
Quoting from the preface “This book is an effort to identify and
study manuscript paintshops in Paris in the middle half of the
thirteenth century”. $140.00

Breslauer, Martin. – 25 catalogs. No.’s 39, 41, 45, 74, (1951), 52, 53,
55, 57, 58, 59, 61, 62, 63, 64, 68, 69, 70, 75, 77, 78, 80, 81, 82, 93,
94, 95, 96, (1964), 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 110, wraps either quarto or
8vo, (No.110 is gilt turquoise cloth, quarto, with price list), plates in
color and b&w throughout, mostly fine condition, minor defects in
only a few catalogs, some from BMR’s coll. $600.00

Collijn, Isak. – KATALOG DER INKUNABELN DER KGL.
BIBLIOTHEK STOCKHOLM. Stockholm 1914 two volumes,
one folio the other large 8vo, sewn wraps, comprising the first part
of his collection, folio wraps very worn but text on thick paper
which nicely reproduces the woodcuts, some are rubricated, text
volume vg with minor defects, BMR label. $48.00

Dailey, William (& Victoria later). – 25 catalogs, No.’s 1[c.1986], 2,
4, [1978], 10, 11, 17, 18, 21, 22, 23, 28, 30, 32, 33, 36, 37, 40, 41, 43,
47, 48, 50, 54, 56, 58, 25 catalogs plus three little lists of his and a
postcard advertising his hot springs resort in Desert Hot Springs,
8vo wraps, almost uniformly f-vf. Duplicates from my collection
supplemented with Ian’s duplicates. These are some of the most
sublime modern catalogs, Bill’s lovely covers were often printed on
his handpress. I had a long association with the late Bill Dailey, we
both collected vegetarian books and both of us were shaped by
Neoplatonic philosophy, especially Thomas Taylor. When Bill
bought an abandoned hot springs resort in a town I had haunted as
a child, a forgotten place of supernatural beauty and mystery, and
filled it with books, that’s when my admiration of his vision was
cemented. $200.00
Ferrini, Bruce. – IMPORTANT ILLUMINATED
MANUSCRIPTS. 2000, quarto, color plates, price list, fine cloth &
dj, lovely copy. $35.00
Hamel, Christopher. – A HISTORY OF ILLUMINATED
MANUSCRIPTS. Godine 1986 1st US ed, quarto, boards & dj,
color & b&w throughout, vg-f. $35.00

Klebs, Arnold C. – INCUNABULA SCIENTIFICA ET MEDICA.
Short Title List. St. Catherine Press 1937 nicely bound in cloth with
gold emblem of the New York Academy of Medicine, 359pp, vgfine, BMR label, reprinted from the fourth volume of Sarton’s
Osiris. $55.00
Klebs, Arnold C., & Eugène Droz. - REMÈDES CONTRE LA
PESTE. FACSIMILES, NOTES ET LISTES
BIBLIOGRAPHIQUES DES INCUNABLES SUR LA PESTE.
Paris: Droz 1925, publ’s loose leaves in portfolio with ties, folder
has been rebacked with new ties, Serendipity code “BH”, nice copy.
Garrison-Morton 5140, 500 copies. $30.00
Kraus, H. P. – 5 quarto cloth-bound catalogs devoted to mss &
early books, No.’s 80, 85, 90, 126 & 188, vg-f condition except 80

whose spine is chipped and those prices are supplied in mss by
BMR. All are a mix of mss and early printed books. Included at no
additional price are 4 other quarto cloth catalogs by Kraus, 98 Choice
French Books, 135 Important Illustrated French Books, 152 Thomas Bray,
150 Sir Edmund Andros (in glassine), all in fine condition with prices,
some BMR. $100.00

Kraus, H. P. – 2 quarto cloth catalogs devoted to manuscripts,
No.88 & 159, plus Monumenta Codicum Manu Scriptorum (folio in dj),
spine of 88 rather worn and frayed and lacks prices, others fine,
many mounted color plates. $75.00

Kraus, H. P. - 70 catalogs, an incomplete run from No.132, Maps
from an Italian Atlas (c.1972), – No.223, England, (c.2003), tall 8vo
wraps, 10.5” x 8”, wrappers are usually glossy, text usually printed
in signatures but not sewn, very well illustrated, some numbers are
of central importance, many with BMR’s ownership marks, fine
condition throughout. About 60 pounds, 20” of shelf-space. Kraus
catalogs are common on the net but no large or even small runs of
them that I could find. 70 catalogs, ask for a list of the numbers.
Earlier catalogs available. $400.00

Landsberger, Franz. - DER ST. GALLER FOLCHARTPSALTER. Eine Initialenstudie. St.Gallen, 1912, tall folio, publ’s
thin boards with pseudo-vellum wrapper, 52 pp., 7 color plates &
26 text illustrations, wraps spotted and a bit chipped, interesting
contemporary insc on fly, binding good, text fine. $100.00

McKittrick, Bruce. – 13 catalogs, No.’s 30, 39, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46,
48, 49, 50, 52 & 56, plus 7 of his slim pamphlets and folding lists,
8vo, glossy glued wraps, vf, gloriously and fantastically illustrated
with elegant descriptions showing how just amazing books really
are. A few come from BMR’s collection, the rest from Ian Jackson’s

duplicates. “Genius” is what Ian said recently of Bruce McKittrick,
and over our three decades of association Ian rarely applied the
word genius to describe a dealer. $180.00 (to charge anything less
than this would be insulting).
Masson, Irvine. – THE MAINZE PSALTERS AND CANON
MISSAE 1457-1459. London Bibliographical Soc 1954, tall folio
(textblock measures 16” x 11”), publ’s linen backed gray boards,
VIII+72pp plus 6 folding plates at back, spine a little worn more so
at the head but a very sound clean copy, corners of boards are
square and un-bumped, BMR book label, laid in is a marvelous
folio leaf with bits of rubrication and Barney’s penciled note, “Gift
from Hoepli 9/94”. Since I am not a paleographer I cannot say
with any accuracy the date of the leaf but probably contemporary
with the Mainze Psalter period. The leaf has some minor thumbing
in the lower right corner else very good and of good paper. Though
still in print at 10.00 pounds Masson’s book is scarce in commerce,
only two copies online. $120.00

(Manuscripts). 2 cloth volumes and 6 paper, Kirsch Five Illuminated
Manuscripts of Giangaleazzo Visconti, Penn State 1991 in dj; La memoire
Des Siecles, Bari & Hildwein [1984] glossy boards with BMR notes;
Sotheby’s Three Supremely Important Illuminated Manuscripts London
Thursday 6 July 2000; Sotheby’s The Capricorn Hours London
Thursday 6 July 2000; Le Borgue Livres et Manuscrits [2001] 38pp,
fine plates (“strange stuff…really fine stuff” written on cover by
BMR); British Library The Bedford Hours 1990; Newberry Library
French and Flemish Illuminated Manuscripts from Chicago Collections 1969;
Ten Centuries of Manuscripts in the Huntington Library 1962; Ottolenghi
The Wandering Codex (in FMR No.31 March/April 1988). Some with
BMR notes, all but one are quarto, vg-f condition. $78.00
Nordenfalk, Carl. – COLOR OF THE MIDDLE AGES. Pittsburg:
University Art Gallery (Frick) 1976, 8vo, glued wraps, 56pp plus
ads, ALS from Richard Linenthal to BMR, wraps a bit worn and
binding cracking. $22.00

Olschki, Leo S. – LE LIVRE ILLUSTRE AU XVe SIECLE.
Olschki 1926, original stiff wraps with imitation vellum wrappers
(which are now age-darkened), XL+80pp, 344 illustrations, first few
gatherings browned else vg-fine, a strongly bound volume, plate
reproductions are quite impressive and printed on glossy paper.
“Even by the standards of relative abundance prevailing in the
1920’s, this catalog is remarkable for it’s range and
comprehensiveness,” (BMR). A penciled note by Ian Jackson here
identifies this as Leonardo Olschki’s copy. $48.00

Quaritch. – 9 catalogs devoted to English books, No.’s 1021 (1981,
on 19th Century lit), 1181, 1211 (16th century books, by Arthur
Freeman), 1217, 1266 (Johnson & Boswell), 1268, 1279 (STC &
Wing), 1329, & 1352, many color plates, glorious text design, one
corner sl bent else mostly fine – very fine, a few with BMR’s notes
on covers. $110.00

Quaritch. – 11 catalogs devoted to science, No.’s 1204 The Science of
Color, 1256, Human Sciences, 1261, Philosophy, Logic and Foundations of
Mathematics, (dated by BMR 5/1999), 1265, 1271, 1281 (Human
Sciences again), 1285, 1294 Medicine. 1317 Astronomy and Optics, 1335
(Mathematics and Logic, “terrific stuff—note by BMR), 1358 (2007),
8vo, glossy sewn wraps, fine throughout, a few with BMR’s notes
on covers, crudely penned in some cases. How does Quaritch do it?
Like perfection. Most of these don’t appear on VL. $150.00

Saxe, Chistoph. - ONOMASTICON LITERARIUM SIVE
NOMENCLATOR. Historico-criticus. Praestantissimorum omnis
aetatis, populi, artiumq. formulae scriptorum item monumentorum
maxime illustrium. [Utrecht] Paddenburg & Schoonhoven 17751790-1803, 8 octavo volumes, contemporary calf-backed plain
sprinkled boards, gilt decorated & ruled spines with leather labels,
lacks portrait else complete with half-titles, bookplates of Joseph M.
Gleason, small areas at the foot of spines exhibit signs of call
lettering removed, calf is just starting to dry at a few extremities but
joints are sound, hinges firm, no other library markings, textblocks
are tight and clean, paper of good quality and nearly white, text
arranged in elaborate columns and lists, massively footnoted. The
author is obscure and hardly mentioned in any reference book I
have checked. During Saxe’s long life 1714-1806, he achieved a
doctorate from the University of Utrecht and was long involved
with university transformations. This is an unusual chronological
dictionary of the lives of ancient, medieval, renaissance and modern
authors, both known and obscure, with authors up to 1792, each
entry with notes on their printed works and other, often curious
details, well indexed. Brunet V, p.175. Besterman 821-822. One US
copy on Vialibri, at $1500.00 and only a few on the continent.
$200.00

Thomson, R. M., editor. - A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE OF
THE MEDIEVAL MANUSCRIPTS IN WORCESTER
CATHEDRAL LIBRARY. Worcester: Worcester Cathedral & D.
S. Brewer, large quarto, cloth & dj, 256pp, 93 illustrations, 50 of
which are full page in b&w, vf condition. Not a fancy color art
book but an incredibly detailed account of 277 manuscripts, the
author was able to identify a number of monks through marginalia.
$90.00
Valentine, Lucia N. – ORNAMENT IN MEDIEVAL
MANUSCRIPTS. London: Faber & Faber 1965cloth & dj, 108pp,
text illustrations throughout, vg-f condition, BMR book label.
$16.00

Windle, John. – Catalogues 1, 2 & 3, glossy 8vo wraps glued, color
plates (some folding), binding of number one cracked with pages
loose else fine, with BMR’s acquisition dates in pen on the covers,
(10/91, 2/92, 9/92). The beginnings of a very great passion! One of
the most enjoyable catalog collections I have are those Windle
devoted to William Blake, what a fascinating record, wish I had
them all. Have you visited his William Blake Gallery? $25.00
Witten, Lawrence. – 11 quarto catalogs, No’s 5 (1962), 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13, 16, 17 (1982). Generally 75-125 pages each and well
illustrated. Some ends a bit worn, a few small tears and some dustsoiling, the glued bindings are all--but one--uncracked, and that one
only slightly. The vast majority devoted to mss, incunables, plus a
few early printed books. Among Witten’s many accomplishments,
helping Paul Mellon form his collection inspired by Jung must be
one of Witten’s finest hours. Ian thought Witten had few peers, said

he was brilliant, (rare praise), these are dup’s from Ian’s collection,
very few of them on Vialibri. $90.00
Witten, Lawrence. – CATALOGUE EIGHTEEN A MIRROR OF
MANUSCRIPTS. C. 1983 quarto wraps, 96pp, 52 items, color
plates, vf, TLS from LW to BMR, and price list. $28.00

